No Free Lunch

by jolly r. blackburn

a few days later at PIZZA-A-GO-GO...

what a SURPRISE...
how was everyone’s THANKSGIVING?
eh -- it was
alright, \
suppose.

hey, B.A.
how’s it
GOIN’...?

mine was
AWESOME,
thanks!!

yours?

oh ---, um,
hey guys.

so what brings you guys in...?

mine...? oh -the USUAL drama.
PAPPY FELTON got into
the “MEDICINE” cabinet
again and got BOMBED out
of his mind on LISTERINE.
dad and UNCLE FITZ had to
CORNER him in the PANTRY
with a BAR STOOL and
WRESTLE a BREAD KNIFE
out of his hand...

he EVENTUALLY
passed out -- so
it all ENDED well.

important
MEETING,
eh...?

special POW-WOW
to STRATEGIZE
before the BIG GAME
in a few days...?

we’re hookin’
up for LUNCH.

got some
THINGS
to talk
about.

yeah.
important
MEETING.

coz you can
TRUST ME when
\ say this...

lemme guess...
something
like that.

well
that’s
good.

you’re gonna
need ALL the help
you can MUSTER.

“just as you are about to punch poor SKINNY in the ribs for a third time you suddenly feel his
LARGE BRUTISH HANDS on your THROAT!! suddenly you are airborne but only for a second. you
SMASH through the BACK WALL of the TAVERN and land in the SLOP TROUGH of a PIG PEN!”

—B.A. Felton Bundles of Trouble #9, A Few Good Men
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heh -- that’s right -- talk some SMACK, b.a.

b.a’s had us against the ROPES
for the LAST SIX WEEKS...

\ LOVE it -- coz’ it only FEEDS the BURNING
DESIRE we have to RUN through your so
called “TEMPLE OF DOOM” and WRECK it.

he’s right -- if we don’t PULL it together
we’re in for a WORLD OF HURT.

you got
THAT right!!

guys -- please.

alright... alright...

we’re gonna...

don’t embarrass yourselves.

just keepin’ my
GAME FACE on.

he started it.
yeah -well
SAVE it.

that’s all.

b.a. is the V.I.P. room available...?
we’d like to talk out of EAR SHOT
if you don’t mind -- NO OFFENSE.

sure -- you can
use the V.I.P. ROOM.
but you’ll
have to ORDER
something -- \ MEAN it.

oh, um...,

but \
brought a
SACK LUNCH!

NONE taken.
no “FRIENDS’
DISCOUNT”
today.

we gotta PAY...?

yeah well
yer in LUCK...

that’s totally EFFED up.
\ was COUNTING
on you -- \’m FLAT
broke ‘til \ get my
CHRISTMAS money.

it’s been
getting
out of HAND.

\ hear they’ve
OPENED up the
SOUP KITCHEN over
on CORMAN
AVENUE again...

look, guys -- we’ve
been THROUGH this...

ah
c’mon,
b.a.

sorry,
guys.

occasionally -- YES.
but NOT today...

\ can’t give you a FREE
MEAL every time you decide
to come WANDERING in here.

my BOSS has been
popping IN and OUT...

geezus.
how ‘bout
a bowl of
CROUTONS?

“\’m a DWARF for crying out loud!! how the hell did \ make ‘CLOSE FRIENDS’ with
a lousy, flea-bitten trash ogre?? \ don’t want this POND SCUM hanging around me.”

—Bob Herzog Tales from the Vault #2, Henchman Woes
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no worries, guys.
GENEROUS...? y-you...?
\’ve got ya covered.

ahh -- just call
it an EARLY
christmas
present.

LUNCH is on ME today.

on you..?

what the hell -- are
you DYING or something...?

you could be in a BENCH VISE and
a NICKEL wouldn’t SQUEEZE out.

\’m feelin’
GENEROUS
today.

b.a. -- give us SODAS
all around -- in
the NEVER-EMPTY CUPS.

heavy
on the
SAUCE.

something like
that -- let’s
just say \
CAME into
some money.

how ‘bout APPETIZERS...?
you guys want APPETIZERS?

and two of your TRIPLE
LAYER GREASY-CHEESEY
MEAT PIE STEAMERS...
STACKED the way \ like ‘em.

ya win the
LOTTERY or
something?

sure.

um, whatever
you SPRING
for, big guy.

a plate of
WING-DINGS
wth CHEESE
CURDS
sounds good.

after the DAMAGE is added up...
it comes to thirty seven
dollars and eighty three cents.

BUZZ us when it’s up.
we’ll come get it.

lessee -there’s
THREE
of us...?

maybe we
better
get the
PARTY
STARTER
SAMPLER.

wait
a minute
-- a PLAYER
MEETING...?
where the
hell’s SARA..?

\ gave you my
EMPLOYEE discount.
sure.
thanks.
keep the
CHANGE.

hope the
MEETING is
productive.

“sorry dave. since the worm was moving, by the time you DROP 350 FEET you MISS the creature.
you are INSTANTLY transformed into a GOO SPOT on the HARD PAVEMENT with a SIX FOOT
RADIUS and a SMALL INDENTATION in the MIDDLE.” —B.A. Felton Tales from the Vault #2, Untitled, page 34
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